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Data Wrangling (DW) is the subject of growing interest given its potential to improve data quality. DW applies interactive and iterative data profiling, cleaning, transformation, integration and visualization operations to improve the quality of data. Several domain independent DW tools have been developed to tackle data quality issues across domains. Using generic data wrangling tools requires a time-consuming and costly DW process often involving advanced IT knowledge beyond the skills set of traffic analysts. In this paper, we propose a conceptual approach to data wrangling for traffic data by creating a domain-specific language for specifying traffic data wrangling tasks and an abstract set of wrangling operators that serve as the target conceptual construct for mapping domain-specific wrangling tasks. The conceptual approach discussed in this paper is tool-independent and platform agnostic and can be mapped into specific implementations of DW functions available in existing scripting languages and tools such as R, Python, Trifacta. Our aim is to enable a typical traffic analyst without expert Data Science knowledge to be able to perform basic DW tasks relevant to his domain.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Decision makers in different domains such as healthcare, education and transportation, can gain significant advantages from the enormous volume of available data obtained from various data collection methods such as site-based sensors, cell-phone tracking [1] and social media. However, data collected via these methods are prone to data quality problems, such as inaccuracy, incompleteness and heterogeneity [2] [3]. More recently, data management techniques for data profiling, cleaning and integration have been adapted to improve the quality of large amounts of raw data, in preparation for analysis. The combination of these data management tasks is often called Data Wrangling (DW), generally defined as "the process by which the data required by an application is identified, extracted, cleaned and integrated, to yield a data set that is suitable for exploration and analysis" [4]. According to IBM [5], data analysts spend around 70% of their time conducting DW activities. Being an interactive and iterative process that involves the application of a variety of data management methods, and that generally lacks a rigid methodology across application domains, DW is often regarded as a highly complex job requiring advanced skills and domain expertise.

Data analysts typically perform DW tasks by using one or a combination of the two following approaches: (i) programming their own DW applications, using languages such as Python, Java and R; and (ii) interacting with existing DW tools, which often provide access via a Graphical User Interface (GUI). While approaches (i) and (ii) provide benefits, they also have shortcomings. Approach (i), for example, is often associated with completeness of functionality for fulfilling the requirements of the application in consideration; however, it also involves complex application development, advanced programming skills and brittle solutions that cannot be easily applied over data from other sources than the ones for which the solution was originally designed. On the other hand, approach (ii) is often associated with ease of user interaction, limited need for programming skills,
provision of generic functionality that cannot be easily adapted to fulfill specific functional requirements, need for use of multiple tools to perform a single DW job, and limited opportunity for optimizing the DW strategy.

To mitigate the limitations identified in approaches (i) and (ii), we propose a conceptual approach and an architectural solution for DW that combines advantages from (i) and (ii), while offering user interaction via a high-level domain-specific declarative language for specifying DW tasks. The proposed architecture combines functionality from multiple DW tools and access to multiple data sources, by using Web Services technology [6]. The result is an extensible DW approach, able to take advantage of DW functionality implemented within a variety of existing DW tools, and that provides flexibility to allow data analysts to add functionality specific to the requirements of the application in consideration, creating a rich set of DW functions, that can be combined to accomplish simple and complex, general and domain-specific DW tasks. For that, high-level end-user DW requests are automatically mapped into a set of conceptual DW constructs, that are ultimately translated into an execution plan represented as a workflow [7] combining local as well as remote DW functions implemented across a multitude of tools. The proposed approach is tested with use cases from the Urban Traffic domain [8], in which DW tasks associated with common data analysis requests by traffic analysts are implemented using the Taverna platform [9].

An overview of the main DW tools is also provided, where state-of-the-art DW tools are compared and contrasted regarding functionality. This overview aids in the identification of suitable tools and includes information on the capabilities provided by DW tools to fulfill DW requests. Data wrangling technology is still in early stages of development, with a small set of tools supporting a limited range of functional capabilities, as seen in our review of existing tools.

After reviewing existing DW languages and tools we argue that (a) no single tool on its own is likely to cover the entire spectrum of functionality needed to implement DW tasks in the urban traffic domain; (b) there is a wide variety of visual notations and textual-based language constructs to express data wrangling functionality; (c) the learning curve to perform DW is steep mainly due to the need to learn several tools to complete the task; (d) there is limited opportunity for applying optimization techniques across tools.

We believe that a set of conceptual data wrangling operators to be used as an intermediate abstract DW representation language akin to SQL would address issues (b,c,d) and in the long run contribute to the development of comprehensive DW tools addressing issue (a). If DW tools are to attain levels of industrial uptake and commercial success comparable to what relational database languages achieved, it is imperative that research on DW operations and domain-specific languages also tackle DW tasks from a conceptual perspective, aimed at developing widely used DW constructs and languages. This process can ensure transferability of DW skills across different tools and application domains, as it was the case with the adoption of SQL as the mainstream language for relational data management [10]. The work reported in this paper pursues this direction.

Our contributions in this paper include (1) articulating the importance of developing conceptual DW languages with a particular emphasis on supporting complex traffic data wrangling tasks; (2) proposing constructs for conceptual DW operators and a high-level domain-specific language for traffic DW; (3) designing a system architecture to support the conceptual approach to DW, and (4) providing examples of how the conceptual DW approach could be implemented using the Taverna workflow management system.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a literature review. Section 3 outlines two examples in a case study developed to illustrate the complexity of data wrangling and motivate the importance of the proposed approach discussed in this paper. Section 4 describes the conceptual DW approach, including the architecture, its conceptual and physical layers, and a discussion of the implementation aspects. Section 5 provides conclusions and future work.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Data Wrangling Activities

Data wrangling comprises a set of activities [11] towards preparing data to accomplish analytical goals. Each activity of the data wrangling process may require the application of several operations to reach the appropriate level of data preparation. Based on the investigation of the DW definitions described in the literature [12][13][14][11], the process of data wrangling involves seven core activities that are applied in an interactive and iterative fashion [12]. The activities are the following: data profiling to assess data by providing statistical descriptions of the dataset and identifying its quality issues, data identification to check data sources as to whether they can be used to achieve the analytical tasks, data extraction to retrieve data from one or multiple data sources towards providing the required information, data cleaning [15] to resolve erroneous values and address quality issues, data re-structuring to re-structure the data by changing the dataset schema or enriching it with additional information, data integration to aggregate data collected from multiple sources, data visualization to provide intermediary and final results of the wrangling process using different data representation methods.
2.2. Data Wrangling Tools

Due to the iterative and interactive nature of DW and the complexity involved in the DW process, there has been a body of research aimed at facilitating DW via Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) and Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) [16]. For example, in the work of Kandel et al. [12], the complexity of conducting DW was decreased by associating DW functionality with data visualization constructs, allowing users to conduct DW via a visual interface. Tools offering DW functionality, such as Trifacta [17] and OpenRefine [18], provide concise DSLs combined with GUIs to isolate users from the complexities involved in the wrangling process. The DSLs supported by Trifacta and OpenRefine are limited in scope of operator functionality and designed for low-level data manipulations such as regular expressions [19] for text matching with users required to use the GUI for the majority of the DW tasks.

In addition, the level of completeness [20] of the functionality provided by these tools varies based on the DW requirements associated with the task at hand, as well as the characteristics of the target data set. For example, some tools may be suitable for cleaning and profiling certain types of data but may not perform data integration [21] of two or more data sets. An overview and assessment of the available functionality of some of the state-of-the-art DW tools is provided below. Table 1 summarizes the DW activities supported by each tool.

**Tabula** [22] is a web-based DW tool developed with a focus on data format transformations. It generates Excel, comma-separated values (CSV) or JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) data file formats via extracting data tables uploaded in Portable Document Format (PDF) data file formats.

**Mr Data Converter** [23] is similar to Tabula in terms of providing only data format transformation operations. Mr Data Converter differs from Tabula as it does not support extracting data from PDF files. Mr Data Converter provides transformation operations via uploading files in either Tab-Separated Values (TSV) or CSV format and can generate output files in a number of formats such as Actionscript, ASP/VB Script, MySQL, Ruby, Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Extensible Markup Language (XML) or JSON.

**Trifacta** [17] incorporates operations relating to all DW activities outlined in Table 1 and supports a comprehensive set of data profiling and data re-structuring functionality. Compared to Tabula and Mr Data Converter, Trifacta does not extract and transform data from PDF files as Tabula does. However, there are some overlapping operations between Trifacta and Mr Data Converter as both can convert data files from CSV or TSV to JSON. Trifacta is one of the most popular tools in the data preparation market, allowing integration with a wide range of data science [24] and data ingestion [25] technologies.

**OpenRefine** [18] is a tool designed with a focus on data profiling [26] and cleaning tasks. It supports the following DW activities: data profiling, data cleaning and data re-structuring. Compared to Trifacta, OpenRefine offers more operations for data cleaning and string manipulation; but lacks advanced statistical and re-structuring operations. There are some overlapping operations between OpenRefine and Trifacta such as moving and dropping columns, date/time operations and array operations. 46 OpenRefine is also similar to Trifacta in its limited support for extracting data from PDF files. In terms of data format transformation, the overlapping operations between OpenRefine and Trifacta relate to converting data formats from either JSON, CSV or TSV to CSV. OpenRefine’s big data capabilities have shown limitations to scale to the Gigabyte order of magnitude as indicated in [27].

**Talend Data Preparation** [28] focuses on importing, structuring and transforming data via a web-based visual interface that enables users to develop data preparation workflows. Although, Talend provides data visualization operations, these operations are limited in support for visual analytics charts for profiling data. Compared to Trifacta and OpenRefine, there are some overlapping data cleaning and re-structuring functionality such as column manipulation operators like rename, create or drop, and fill in missing data. Talend is also similar to OpenRefine in terms of providing functionality for string manipulation, however, Talend Data Preparation supports fewer operations for Date/Time manipulation compared to Trifacta and OpenRefine.

**R** [29] is a data analysis and statistics language with several DW packages available. R supports all DW activities outlined in Table 1. R packages such as dplyr and tidyr include functionality to support data profiling, data re-structuring and data integration. R data visualization packages such as ggplot2 provide powerful data visualization functions. R DW packages also support extensive functionality for data re-structuring and data integration. For example, there are many operations to allow data analysts to create and populate new columns and operations to combine data sets. However, R DW packages lack native support for Date/Time manipulation operations typically used when wrangling spatial-temporal data [30] such as traffic data. The main limitation for R users relates to the need for using low-level programming constructs to customize the code for specific purposes and the steep learning curve associated with learning the R language and finding the required functions scattered across several R DW packages in order to wrangle data.

2.3. Traffic Data Wrangling Challenges

Table 2 illustrates an example of a traffic DW task that was used to assess the capability of generic DW tools using the traffic data set depicted in Figure 1. Note
that a description of the task is provided in the text below the table. The example describes how the DW tools vary in the support for different DW requirements. In addition, it shows that, with the exception of R, all are unable to support Step 3 which complements the time and date information provided in column Date with day, month, year and hour information, and using a specific Date/Time format. Although it was possible to implement this step using R, the used function is not natively supported in R, and so data analysts are required to write customized code in order to complete the task.

The difficulties in finding a tool that offers all the functionality required to perform DW tasks forces data analysts to face a steep learning curve to familiarizing themselves with multiple tools and experience a rather laborious and complex process in which data often needs to be transformed/reformatted to be transferred between different tools. In addition, data analysts may still have to use low-level programming constructs implemented in languages such as R, Python or Java, to be able to customize code and solve specific data quality issues, despite using the DW tools. A typical example of this case is depicted in Table 2, which illustrates the capabilities and limitations of six of the most popular data wrangling tools towards fulfilling the following traffic data wrangling request: “Retrieve the value of the average speed of vehicles passing Chester Road on a Friday between 17:00 and 18:00”. The relevant dataset is illustrated in Figure 1. Note that OR is the abbreviation for OpenRefine, as Mr DC is for Mr Data Converter. The version of the Trifacta tool used in this comparison is the free desktop one obtained from [17] and the version of Talend Preparation Tool is the free desktop one obtained from [28]. The comparison work is organized in steps, where Step 1 checks dataset sizes; Step 2 assesses dataset formats, e.g., CSV; Step 3 complements and reformats the dataset’s time and date properties; Step 4 extracts the last four digits of the Site ID column values, given that only these four digits out of the 16 are relevant; Step 5 extracts weekday out of the Date column; Step 6 joins the dataset of Figure 1 with another dataset containing the site’s description, using Site ID as joining key; Step 7 filters the data based on weekday, road name and time; Step 8 calculates the average speed of vehicles, using the Speed (mph) column.

Particular to traffic data sets, data generated by Bluetooth-based road sensors often include duplicate records [15] relating to the same moving object due to multiple passengers carrying switched-on Bluetooth devices in a vehicle. For removing duplicates, multiple attributes need to be considered, such as vehicle identifier, time/location of detection, and device MAC address. Attributes such as device MAC address and vehicle license plate numbers may be removed from the data set to comply with privacy regulations complicating the task of identifying and deleting duplicates from a data set. Tools offering domain-independent DW functionality (virtually all tools covered in the literature review) would require a complex combination of operators to automate the task of removing duplicates. Missing data is another common issue found in traffic data sets due to extreme weather impact on sensors or malfunction. This can be partially addressed by replacing missing data with data with similar temporal characteristics; e.g., same day of the week and hour for the particular road segment or similar spatial characteristics (nearby roads with identical traffic volume, speed-limit and road topology characteristics) [31]. Spatial Joins [32] using latitude and longitude information are often required to address missing data problems and are often not supported by general DW tools. Outliers [33] are also difficult to address in generic DW tools due to the need to include domain-specific information regarding parameter ranges to distinguish between outliers and noise. Although there are outlier detection operations supported across several generic DW tools, semantic data assistance (for example using domain ontologies [34]) for correlating data with other attributes that are important to decide whether the value is an outlier is not supported.

### 2.4. Conceptual Data Manipulation Languages

Conceptual data manipulation languages are used to represent or describe data in a high level and abstract form [35], playing the role of Intermediate Representation Languages (IRLs) in a language processing framework [36]. IRLs facilitate the mapping between source and target languages by providing language constructs that are platform agnostic, and that can be easily translated into several target computational platforms and application programming interfaces. Consider the building of a compiler for n source languages (e.g. DW languages for three different domains: education, health and traffic) and for m target platforms/languages (e.g. Java, Python or R). In this

---

**TABLE 1: Assessing data wrangling tool activity support.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Mr DC</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>TW</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>TL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Identification Activity</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Extraction Activity</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Profiling Activity</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Restructuring Activity</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Cleaning Activity</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Integration Activity</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Visualization Activity</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notation:** DWA is the Data Wrangling Activity, T is Tabula, Mr DC is Mr Data Converter, OR is OpenRefine, TW is Trifacta Wrangler and TL is Talend.
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Table 2: Implementing a DW task using DW tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step No.</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>Trifacta</th>
<th>Talend</th>
<th>Mr DC</th>
<th>Tabula</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Capabilities and limitations of six of the most popular data wrangling tools towards fulfilling the following traffic data wrangling request: “Retrieve the value of the average speed of vehicles passing Chester Road on a Friday between 17:00 and 18:00”.

2.5. Conceptual Data Wrangling Approaches

An important direction relating to conceptual data wrangling involves the development of organisational repositories including a multitude of data sets where end users are provided with self-service and agile data management tools. These data repositories are known as data lakes [5]. In data lakes, schemas (metadata) are not created in advance of the creation of data instances and are produced only when data is retrieved. Query and information retrieval operations support both SQL and NoSQL approaches. Key to the success of a data lake is the development of data wrangling processes and tools made available to end users, providing data cleaning, integration and format conversion of raw data sources into structured data readily available for ingestion by analytical and business intelligence tools.

Our research has also been influenced by the work on the Papyrus Interface Language (PIL) [44] which serves as an intermediate notation between high-level database languages such as SQL and QSQL and an implementation layer notation. The main motivation and novelty behind PIL was the development of conceptual operators for representing functionality related to some forms of exploitation of parallelism [45] and optimization [46], such as merge operator for performing simple iteration, aggregate operators such as sum and average for performing reduction and group by operator for performing grouping functionality.

Developing a conceptual data manipulation language to implement DW tasks can benefit both developers and users of DW tools, by isolating operator functionality design from platform specific features, simplifying development and enabling portability to a variety of target platforms. The search for a minimal set of operators that can address the majority of data manipulation requirements is also another important aspect of language engineering and is based in the parsimony principle in language design [39].

An early work in conceptual languages for information management is the Relational Algebra (RA) [40], serving as foundation for database query languages, and in particular for the Structured Query Language (SQL). Later, with the proposal of new data models, RA has been extended to address new functionality, for example object-orientation giving rise to object-relational models, deductive object-oriented models [41], data quality extensions [42] and algebras to exploit parallelism [43].

Our research has also been influenced by the work on the Papyrus Interface Language (PIL) [44] which serves as an intermediate notation between high-level database languages such as SQL and QSQL and an implementation layer notation. The main motivation and novelty behind PIL was the development of conceptual operators for representing functionality related to some forms of exploitation of parallelism [45] and optimization [46], such as merge operator for performing simple iteration, aggregate operators such as sum and average for performing reduction and group by operator for performing grouping functionality.

CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS OF SIX OF THE MOST POPULAR DATA WRANGLING TOOLS TOWARDS FULFILLING THE FOLLOWING TRAFFIC DATA WRANGLING REQUEST: “RETRIEVE THE VALUE OF THE AVERAGE SPEED OF VEHICLES PASSING CHESTER ROAD ON A FRIDAY BETWEEN 17:00 AND 18:00”.

TABLE 2: Implementing a DW task using DW tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step No.</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>Trifacta</th>
<th>Talend</th>
<th>Mr DC</th>
<th>Tabula</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Developing a conceptual data manipulation language to implement DW tasks can benefit both developers and users of DW tools, by isolating operator functionality design from platform specific features, simplifying development and enabling portability to a variety of target platforms. The search for a minimal set of operators that can address the majority of data manipulation requirements is also another important aspect of language engineering and is based in the parsimony principle in language design [39].

An early work in conceptual languages for information management is the Relational Algebra (RA) [40], serving as foundation for database query languages, and in particular for the Structured Query Language (SQL). Later, with the proposal of new data models, RA has been extended to address new functionality, for example object-orientation giving rise to object-relational models, deductive object-oriented models [41], data quality extensions [42] and algebras to exploit parallelism [43].

Our research has also been influenced by the work on the Papyrus Interface Language (PIL) [44] which serves as an intermediate notation between high-level database languages such as SQL and QSQL and an implementation layer notation. The main motivation and novelty behind PIL was the development of conceptual operators for representing functionality related to some forms of exploitation of parallelism [45] and optimization [46], such as merge operator for performing simple iteration, aggregate operators such as sum and average for performing reduction and group by operator for performing grouping functionality.

2.5. Conceptual Data Wrangling Approaches

An important direction relating to conceptual data wrangling involves the development of organisational repositories including a multitude of data sets where end users are provided with self-service and agile data management tools. These data repositories are known as data lakes [5]. In data lakes, schemas (metadata) are not created in advance of the creation of data instances and are produced only when data is retrieved. Query and information retrieval operations support both SQL and NoSQL approaches. Key to the success of a data lake is the development of data wrangling processes and tools made available to end users, providing data cleaning, integration and format conversion of raw data sources into structured data readily available for ingestion by analytical and business intelligence tools.

This approach often tries to anticipate the majority of end-user requests to data and therefore provides extensive development of pre-defined data wrangling recipes implemented in the data lake. Compared to other data wrangling approaches discussed in this section and the approach proposed in this paper, data lakes perform the process of data procurement before the data wrangling process in contrast to procuring data on the fly when requested. Data lakes also encode several data wrangling recipes in advance based on the most common data wrangling requests posed by end-user communities.

A seminal work relating to the development of conceptual DW language constructs is Potter’s Wheel [47], which incorporates data transformation operations designed based on data manipulation constructs introduced in [48], [49]. A subset of Potter’s Wheel’s operations are specified at an abstract level and defined using formal methods, for example schema manipulation operations such as Add, Drop and Copy for creating a new column, removing a column and copying a column, respectively. In addition, more advanced operations are also provided such as Merge and Split operations to concatenate data in two columns and splitting a column data into two columns, respectively. These operations provide core
functionality, however advanced data manipulation operations are still required to wrangle traffic data.

DataCommandr [50] is a data processing engine based on a conceptual model [51], in which data transformations are defined as functions applied over data columns. The approach does not assume the generation of new tables from existing ones, as in relational algebra. In DataCommandr, set-oriented operators such as joins and group-by are explicitly avoided. However, a significant number of traffic data wrangling requests rely on set-oriented transformations, and so, it is not obvious how traffic data wrangling requirements could benefit from this approach, in that numerous iterations over simple column-oriented operations would be necessary to fulfill such requirements.

The VADA data wrangling system [52] focuses on pay as you go data wrangling, proposing an innovative architecture capable of incorporating user feedback/priorities into the data wrangling process. The functionalities involved in the data wrangling process are represented as transducers (software components with input/output dependencies defined using Datalog [53]). The VADA architecture uses a knowledge base to represent user requirements, application domain and metadata. The VADA approach also supports the high-level specification of data wrangling tasks with minimal input from end users.

In the next section, we show data wrangling examples to articulate the importance of developing conceptual DW languages with a particular emphasis on supporting complex traffic data wrangling tasks.

3. TRAFFIC DATA WRANGLING EXAMPLES

Example 1 shows a high-level description of a concise and frequent traffic data analysis request that requires a number of data wrangling steps when departing from raw, sensor-collected data before the request can be fulfilled. For the simplicity and relevance of this request in traffic analysis, it is used throughout the paper as a case study.

Example 1: What is the typical Friday Journey Time (JT) for the fragment of Chester Road stretching from the Poplar Road to the Hulme area between 17:00 and 18:00?

Chester Road is an arterial road in the city of Manchester (United Kingdom) that links the city center to other popular areas, for example, where the Old Trafford Stadium is located as well as the Trafford Centre, one of the largest shopping centers in the UK. The fragment of Chester Road used in this example has just over three miles in length and links residential areas to the city center and the Old Trafford stadium. As the specified time of the day is within rush hour periods, heavy traffic is expected. The time of the year when the data was collected is February 2018, when no holidays or special scheduled events take place.

To prepare or "wrangle" the data to answer the question asked in Example 1, three data files need to be integrated, all of which were obtained from the Manchester Traffic Authority, TfGM, information systems. Two of them contain records describing vehicles detected in February 2018, each generated from a fixed location on Chester Road where Inductive Loops constantly collect data. Between these two sites, Journey Time (JT) is to be estimated. Excerpts of the files are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The third file contains static data about each site of the city with fixed sensors and provides information about the length of the road fragment between two consecutive sites, such as the ones considered in this section.

In the following paragraphs, a description of the wrangling process that was carried out to get the data files ready to answer the case study question is provided. The wrangling process or "recipe" was devised step-by-step and interactively using the open source Trifacta data wrangling tool [17]. This process is illustrated in Table 3, showing a rather long sequence of data wrangling steps leading to the answer to the question. It is worth pointing out that, while 11 steps are described in the table, each step is composed of multiple sub-steps, suggesting that a significant amount of user interaction is required to answer a simple traffic analysis question departing from the raw data files provided. In addition, prior to Step 1, complex processing involving the Datetime column, Date, in the data files shown in Figures 1 and 2 had to be performed because a selection operation based on day of the week and time of the day is required in Example 1, but the date and time information available from the files includes only minutes and seconds when a vehicle was detected. Therefore, iteration over all records of the file identifying the start of a new hour and a new day had to be performed. As this functionality is absent in Trifacta, it was implemented as a separate piece of Python code, and its result was input into Trifacta.

The rationale behind each data wrangling step in Table 3 is explained as follows. While no order of user actions is imposed by the tool, a view of possible
dependencies between actions and some background in relational databases are required from a user to successfully wrangle the files.

- Step 1 is required to bring the input files into context and make them accessible from the same location. This step is in fact composed of three sub-steps, each associated with the loading of one of the files. While it was not necessary to sequentially upload the files into Trifacta in any particular order, as suggested in Table 3, it is believed that the decision to upload them before any other action is performed does not incur any errors.

- Steps 2, 3 and 4 are associated with the disposal of irrelevant columns. The decision about which columns to discard from each of the files should be based on knowledge of which columns should be used to answer the question as well as on how the files are to be integrated in later steps. In this particular example, a union operation between the files in Figures 1 and 2 is carried out in Step 5 to generate a single file from the two, and so, following the removal of columns, the files should present the same structure. Note that background in relational databases is useful at this point as the user should know that the union of two csv files requires the files to present the same structure. Because columns are removed one at a time in Trifacta, each of Steps 2 and 3 is composed of 13 sub-steps since, for each file, 13 columns are removed.

- Step 5 requires the user to work with a pop-up window to input parameters for the union operation involving the files in Figures 1 and 2. The integrated file is called file 1.2.

- Step 6 is associated with the extraction of information about day of the week from the Date column, and was carried out with the use of the Trifacta function WEEKDAY. As a result, a new column, Weekday, is generated.

- In Step 7, the Datetime column was split into two separate columns, one of type Date and another of type Time, so that the selection predicate '17:00:00' <= Time < '18:00:00' could be later applied over the Time column. As in the previous steps, this requires multiple actions from the user to input parameters to the operation via a pop-up window.

- Step 8 encompasses all the actions required to allow the application of a number of selection predicates over the file, such as Direction Name = 'North' or 'NorthEast', depending on the site, Weekday = 'Friday', '17:00:00' <= Time < '18:00:00'. Note that each selection requires multiple actions from the user and each action is typically performed one at a time.

- Step 9 is associated with the join between the currently active file, file 1.2, and the third file uploaded in Step 1, which contains the length of the road fragment in consideration, LinkLength. As in Step 5, a pop-up window is offered to the user to allow parameterization of the operation. This join is performed as a left join on the site IDs of the files.

- Finally, Steps 10 and 11 are associated with the calculation of Journey Time (JT) between the two road sites, which requires obtaining the average speed of vehicles going from one site to the other during the specified time period, Average Speed, as well as the length of the road fragment, LinkLength.

Despite the number of steps required to prepare the data to answer the question in Example 1, Trifacta is perhaps the most popular data wrangling tool, particularly for its friendly user interface and flexibility in allowing users to decide what step to do next. Its generality, though, makes it not ideal for traffic data wrangling, and the level of flexibility it offers leaves complex decisions to be made by the traffic analyst.

A second and more complex traffic data wrangling example is provided in Example 2, where the average and hourly speed of vehicles on rainy days is compared against the average and hourly speed of vehicles on dry days. For simplicity, the availability of the average hourly speed of vehicles on dry days is assumed, and the estimation of the average hourly speed of vehicles on rainy days is made considering only one day of the week, Friday. To prepare or "wrangle" the data to answer the question asked in this example, the traffic data collected for Chester Road (shown in Figure 1) needs to be integrated with two other files. One of the files contains static data about each site of the city with fixed sensors, which not only provides information about the length of the road fragment between two consecutive sites, used in the previous example, but also latitude and longitude information relating to each site, which is needed in this example. The other file contains weather information provided by the MET office, the United Kingdom’s national

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>upload the three input files (file1, file2 and file3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>remove all unwanted columns from file1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>remove all unwanted columns from file2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>remove all unwanted columns from file3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>apply a union operation involving file1 and file2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>extract 'Weekday' from 'Date'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>split the 'Date' column into 'Date' and 'Time' columns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>apply filters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>apply a join operation between the current file and file3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>apply average on 'Speed'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>apply division between 'Average Speed' and 'LinkLength'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Data Wrangling with Trifacta for Example 1.
weather service. An excerpt of this file is shown in Figure 3. The file contains information about weather measurement units, observation location, date, time, and weather related details, such as temperature, wind direction, and weather conditions. The observation location is encoded as latitude and longitude; and date and time are separated into two attributes, where date is formatted in ISO 8601 standard and time is represented as minutes calculated after midnight, i.e. 00:00. The weather condition is encoded in numbers and different ranges of numbers represent different weather conditions. As there are numerous possible values representing the actual weather condition, these values were generalized into several broader weather conditions.

Example 2: On rainy weekdays, is the average hourly speed of vehicles on Chester Road, near Poplar Road, lower than that typically observed on dry days?

The steps taken to wrangle the data files to answer the question in Example 2 are described in Table 4. File 1 denotes the traffic data file in Figure 1, file 2 denotes the static site data file, and file 3 denotes the weather data file in Figure 3.

Using Trifacta to answer the question in Example 2 proved to be challenging for the reasons enumerated below. In particular, only data wrangling functions used to, for example, join two data files, group records based on hour of the day, and calculate the average speed of vehicles on rainy days could be performed using Trifacta. The reason is the fact that the latitude and longitude for the traffic observation site were not identical to the ones for the weather observation site. This was also true for the date and time properties for the sites. And so, a spatial-temporal join was implemented in Python to enable matches between nearby geographical locations and temporal properties. This operation was used after the weather data file was converted from its original json format into csv format, also outside Trifacta.

Some of the available functionality within Trifacta could not be successfully used in this example without additional data manipulation outside Trifacta, described as follows: (i) the facility to join a json file with a csv file, because of the complex nesting of elements in the json file causing the need to manually remove some of the elements; and (ii) the facility to visually display results using bar charts, mainly because the histograms that are automatically provided at the top of each column in a Trifacta csv file were not detailed enough for the purposes of the application and could not be customized.

The examples discussed above show the considerable semantic gap between the high-level data wrangling requirements expressed in Example 1 and Example 2, the steps used in the data wrangling recipes as outlined in tables 3 and 4, respectively, and the execution of the recipes using a combination of GUI-based manipulations, available in DW tools, combined with coding of tasks using programming languages to address

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>upload the three input files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>remove all unwanted columns from file 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>remove all unwanted columns from file 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>remove all unwanted columns from file 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>apply a join between the file 1 and file 2 (generating file 1,2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>derive 'Weekday' from 'Date'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>split the 'Date' column into 'Date' and 'Time'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>apply filter (Weekday = 'Friday')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>join current file with file 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>apply filters associated with weather conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>group records by hour of the day applying average on 'Speed'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Datet ime column, Date, in the data files shown in Figures 1 and 2 was used prior to loading the files into Trifacta, as a later selection of records based on day of the week had to be performed.

2. The integration between the traffic data files and the weather data file required a complex join operation involving time, latitude and longitude, which could not be performed using Trifacta. The reason is the fact that the latitude and longitude for the traffic observation site were not identical to the ones for the weather observation site. This was also true for the date and time properties for the sites. And so, a spatial-temporal join was implemented in Python to enable matches between nearby geographical locations and temporal properties. This operation was used after the weather data file was converted from its original json format into csv format, also outside Trifacta.

3. Some of the available functionality within Trifacta could not be successfully used in this example without additional data manipulation outside Trifacta, described as follows: (i) the facility to join a json file with a csv file, because of the complex nesting of elements in the json file causing the need to manually remove some of the elements; and (ii) the facility to visually display results using bar charts, mainly because the histograms that are automatically provided at the top of each column in a Trifacta csv file were not detailed enough for the purposes of the application and could not be customized.

The examples discussed above show the considerable semantic gap between the high-level data wrangling requirements expressed in Example 1 and Example 2, the steps used in the data wrangling recipes as outlined in tables 3 and 4, respectively, and the execution of the recipes using a combination of GUI-based manipulations, available in DW tools, combined with coding of tasks using programming languages to address

FIGURE 3: Excerpt of the Weather Data File in JSON Format.
steps that GUI-based tools are unable to perform. And so, in this paper, we argue for the principle of separation of concerns [54] to be applied to the overall problem of data wrangling, with data wrangling requirements expressed in a conceptual high-level notation (D^2WL), the DW recipes that need to be performed towards addressing the high-level requirements to be expressed in an intermediate conceptual DW operator language (DWL), and for the intermediate operator language to be mapped into target application programming interface functionality of existing DW tools and data science programming languages. This will support the separation of three key aspects of the DW process: (1) describe what needs to be wrangled; (2) organize the DW sequencing into steps involving simple DW functions that together form the DW recipe; (3) executing the recipe in the target data/computational environment. The following section illustrates the conceptual data wrangling approach proposed in this paper.

4. A CONCEPTUAL APPROACH TO TRAFFIC DATA WRANGLING

4.1. Architecture Overview

Figure 6 illustrates the proposed Data Wrangling (DW) architecture. The architecture is composed of three main layers: (1) an external User Interface (UI) layer, (2) a conceptual operator layer, and (3) a physical layer. The UI layer enables the submission of expressions in a domain-specific language (D^2WL) to be input to the system. As a result of on-going work, the user will be able to write D^2WL expressions with the help of a graphical user interface (GUI), in addition to writing the expressions directly using the syntax of the language. This GUI should also allow the user to visualize the desired remote or local documents before inputting them into the system.

Transformation of a user’s D^2WL expression into an executable plan is gradual and takes place within a component in the UI layer, the parser, as well as a number of other components in the conceptual operator and physical layers. The parser is responsible for validating the submitted expression by checking the correctness of the syntax, the URLs to input data sources and any available schema information. For the examples described in Section 3, no schema information is used, therefore understanding of the structure of the documents specified in the input expression is left to the user, who not only needs to know where the documents are located, but also have a understanding of their schema prior to writing an expression. Once the input expression is validated, it is mapped into an initial DWL expression, which is then input to the conceptual operator layer.

In the conceptual operator layer, a number of DWL expressions are generated from the initial DWL expression generated during parsing, from which one is selected to be input to the physical layer. Currently, the number of expressions considered in this process is limited and the expressions are generated via the application of a few heuristics. Examples of heuristics include application of data filters as early as possible in the process, possibly before the execution of any data integration operation. The selection of the best expression is also heuristic-based.

In the physical layer, the selected DWL expression is mapped into a workflow composed of calls to web services. By using descriptions of the services and other information encoded in the input DWL expression, such as the order in which services are to be called and the format of the input data, a physical execution plan is generated. Considering all servers from which similar DW functionality is available, the server that offers all (or most) of the functions required to fulfill the DW expression is chosen as the main source of functionality and the location where the expression is to be executed. This simple heuristic helps avoiding overhead costs associated with the transmission of intermediate results through the network, by allowing all or most of a DW job to be carried out in a single location. However, it is not always the case that one server will contain all the necessary functionality to fulfill a DW request and, so, transmission of input and output between servers is sometimes inevitable.

This stage of the input transformation is associated with a number of challenges that are to be addressed in future work. For example, investigation of the possibility of using machine learning techniques in the generation of equivalent DWL expressions from a single one, and of methods for mapping DWL functions into appropriate distributed services (services composition) considering a cost model and service descriptions.

4.2. The Declarative Language Used in the External Layer

The declarative language, D^2WL, is designed for data analysts with limited or no programming skills and so it is based on a small number of clauses. The main clauses are used to define the location and format of input data sources (the FROM clause), the location and format of results (the TO clause), the main data wrangling activities to be carried out (the WRANGLE BY clause), the data elements to be present in the result data set (the SELECT clause), and other data wrangling activities using clauses such as GROUPBY.

Figures 4 and 5 show D^2WL expressions for the traffic data wrangling examples 1 and 2, respectively, described in Section 3. The expression in Figure 4 uses all the main clauses of the language. In the SELECT clause shown in line 1, the structure of the desired result is specified as a single column and single row table, containing the calculated JT \((JTFri17to18oclock_1083_to_1415)\) for the road fragment. The TO clause in line 5 specifies the location...
and the format of the output. Note that the output is specified as a csv file that should contain the table specified in the SELECT clause in line 1. In the FROM clause, line 2, the URL and format of the files to be input to the wrangling process are described, in this case, the two csv traffic data files and the csv file describing static information about all the fixed sensor collection sites in the city of Manchester. Similarly to SQL, in the WHERE clause, line 6, row filters are described, such as the ones constraining the days of the week to only Friday, the time of the day to be between 17:00 and 18:00, and the lanes of the road, by selecting the ones leading in the North direction. Finally, in the WRANGLE BY clause, line 15, the data integration operations of join and union, used to generate a single file from the input ones, are defined. Note that, because all input files to be integrated are in csv format, which represent the canonical data manipulation format used within the system, there is no need to convert the files into csv prior to integration, which is done using the TRANSFORM function (shown in Figure 5, line 13). Also in line 15 of Figure 4, the data wrangling function ENRICH_TIMESTAMP is used to format and add missing information to an existing Timestamp column of the input file. This function is able to iterate over the entire column, adding information such as calendar dates and hour of the day, departing from an initial date (provided as an input parameter) and time (typically midnight). Note the use of another wrangling function specific to traffic data, JT in the SELECT clause (line 1), which takes two numerical parameters as input (road length and speed) to calculate journey time. Examples of other functions specific to traffic data wrangling that are available to be used in other examples include functions to convert speed, road length and time units, e.g., from kilometers/hour to miles/hour, etc.

Additional features of the language are illustrated in the expression in Figure 5. For example, in lines 16, 17 and 18 a spatial temporal join operation is used to integrate traffic with weather data where latitude, longitude and time property values need to be approximated rather than exact, where symbol ~ is used. Note that the conversion of the weather data file from json format into csv is requested by using the TRANSFORM function in line 13. It is worth pointing out that csv is the canonical data format, thus all input files that are not in csv need to be converted into csv format before being integrated and further processed. Also note in the SELECT clause (line 1) the request to display the results (24 speed averages for each hour of the day considering all Fridays of February 2018) as a bar plot, to be stored in a pdf file, as specified in the TO clause in line 8.

While data integration operations can be specified in the WRANGLE BY, WHERE and FROM clauses (e.g., left joins), the data wrangling operations that represent extensions to the classic SQL are mostly requested in the WRANGLE BY clause.

Compared to the data wrangling processes described in Section 3 for both examples, the expressions in Figures 4 and 5 present the user with the advantage of avoiding the construction of platform-specific data wrangling strategies step-by-step and, instead, writing a single expression, or a number of them, to articulate in a declarative way what information management and data wrangling tasks are required. Also, the user is given the advantage of not having to specify DW tasks in the order they need to be executed, as the system orders them according to their dependencies. The choice of the number of expressions to write for obtaining a result is left to the user and may depend on the user’s need to visualize intermediate results. Future work includes the proposal of additional syntax for expressing the need for visualization of multiple intermediate results within a single expression.

FIGURE 4: D²WL expression for Example 1.

```
1 SELECT JT[LinkLength, AVG(Speed_in_mPH)]
2 FROM http://www.informationontraffic.com/rawpr_2018-02-01_284_1083.csv as f1,
3 http://www.informationontraffic.com/rawpr_2018-02-01_284_1415.csv as f2,
4 http://www.informationontraffic.com/StaticSiteInfo.csv as f3
5 TO http://www.informationontraffic.com/example_1_results.csv
6 WHERE f1.Direction_Name = 'North' AND
7 DATEOFWK/DATE[@Date] = 'F' AND TIME[@Date] >= '17:00' AND TIME[@Date] <= '18:00' AND
8 f2.Direction_Name = 'NorthEast' AND
9 DATEOFWK/DATE[@Date] = 'F' AND TIME[@Date] >= '17:00' AND TIME[@Date] <= '18:00' AND
10 (f1.Site_ID OR f2.Site_ID OR f3.Site_ID) = 'I3.EndSite_ID фирм A'
11 (f3.StartSite_ID = '000000001083' AND f3.EndSite_ID = '000000001415')
12 WRANGLE BY ENRICH_TIMESTAMP[@Date, %, %, %, '%', '%', '01/02/2018'],
13 (f1 UNION f2)
```

FIGURE 5: D²WL expression for Example 2.

```
1 SELECT PLOT[bar, AVG(Speed_in_mPH), 'Hourly Avg Speed', yname=]
2 ['00.00', '01.00', '02.00', '03.00', '04.00', '05.00', '06.00', '07.00', '08.00', '09.00',
3 '10.00', '11.00', '12.00', '13.00', '14.00', '15.00', '16.00', '17.00', '18.00', '19.00',
4 '20.00', '21.00', '22.00', '23.00']
5 FROM http://www.informationontraffic.com/rawpr_2018-02-01_284_1083.csv as f1,
6 http://www.informationontraffic.com/StaticSiteInfo.csv as f2,
7 http://www.informationonweather.com/weather/UKN/JSON.as3
8 TO http://www.informationontraffic.com/example_2_results.pdf
9 WHERE f1.Direction_Name = 'North' AND DATEOFWK/DATE[@Date] = 'F' AND
11 WRANGLE BY TRANSFORM(, join, csv,)
12 ENRICH_TIMESTAMP[@Date, %, %, %, '%', '%', '01/02/2018'],
13 (f1 JOIN f2 ON (f1.Latitude - f2.Latitude AND f1.Longitude = f2.Longitude)
14 DATEOFWK/DATE[@Date] = f2.Date\(f2.Date\) AND
15 TIME[@Date] = TIME(f2.Time)) as H
16 GROUP BY TIME[@Date]
17```
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advantage relates to the provision of combinations of data wrangling functionalities that would not typically be found in any single tool, including functions that are specifically designed to facilitate traffic data wrangling. It is also worth pointing out that the approach provides more extensibility and flexibility in the visualization of results, allowing the user to customize visualization facilities via a number of parameters. One potential future direction to explore is the extension of the notation to incorporate comprehensive graphical primitives such as the constructs proposed in the Protovis toolkit [55], and an evaluation of the complexity of data wrangling tasks achieved and DW effort savings obtained with the conceptual approach to data wrangling.

4.3. The Conceptual Operator Layer

Figures 7 and 8 show expressions in DWL into which the D²WL expressions in Figures 4 and 5, respectively, are mapped following parsing. A high-level description of each operator is provided as follows:

- Although it is omitted, for simplicity, in Figure 7, lines 1, 6 and 11, and in Figure 8 in lines 2, 8 and 12, the `read` operator takes an URL as input parameter identifying the name, format and location of the input file, possibly on a remote server, and brings the file into context. In example 1 (Figure 7), the input files are csv files obtained from TfGM Information Systems. In example 2 (Figure 8), a json file obtained from the MET Office data point is also used, in addition to the TfGM files.

- Operator `transform` takes a file, a from-format, and a to-format as input parameters and converts the file from its original format (from-format) into a csv format (to-format). A `transform` operator is shown in lines 12 and 13 of Figure 8, where the conversion is from json format.

- Operator `enrich_timestamp` complements missing information from a `Timestamp` or `Datetime` column while formatting it according to a desired format and, possibly, a start date. Its input parameters are the name of the `Datetime` column, the desired format and, in some cases, a start date. In Figure 7 two `enrich_timestamp` operators appear in lines 1 (with input parameters extending to line 2) and 6 (with input parameters extending to line 7). In Figure 8 two `enrich_timestamp` operators appear in lines 2 (with input parameters extending to lines 3 and 4) and 12 (with input parameters extending to line 15).

- Operator `select` filters out the input’s rows for
which the specified condition evaluates to false. Its input parameters include an input table and a boolean expression. In Figure 7, three `select` operators appear in lines 1 (with input parameters extending to lines 3 and 4), 6 (with input parameters extending to lines 8 and 9) and 11 (with input parameters extending to line 12). In Figure 8, three `select` operators appear in lines 2 (with input parameters extending to lines 5 and 6), 8 (with input parameters extending to line 9) and 12 (with input parameters extending to line 14).

- Operator `union` merges two input tables, passed as input parameters, with similar structure into a single one. In Figure 7, one `union` operator appears in line 1 (with input parameters extending to line 10).

- Operator `join` has the same semantics as SQL’s `left_join`, i.e., it integrates two datasets, `d1` and `d2` on given key columns to which they are joined, resulting in a third dataset, which contains all observations from `d1` coupled with matching observations from `d2`. Its input parameters are the two tables to be joined and a boolean expression representing the join condition. In Figure 7, a `join` operator appears in line 1 (with input parameters extending to line 14). In Figure 8, a `join` operator appears in line 2 (with input parameters extending to line 11).

- Operator `spatialtemporal_join` is associated with spatial temporal functionality to calculate approximated matches of geographical locations using latitude and longitude, as well as time related approximations, as described in Section 3. Its input parameters are the two tables to be joined and a boolean expression representing the join condition, which typically involves latitude and longitude valued columns and, possibly, time-related columns. In Figure 8, a `spatialtemporal_join` operator appears in line 2 (with input parameters extending to line 19).

- Operator `project` selects columns from the input table to be kept for the next steps of the processing, while the ones which are not present in the operator’s input list of column names are discarded. Both the input table and the list of column names are passed to the operator as input parameters. In Figure 7, two `project` operators appear in lines 1 (with input parameters extending to line 5, and to line 15, each), one in line 6 (with input parameters extending to line 10) and another one in line 11 (with input parameters extending to line 13). In Figure 8, two `project` operators appear in line 2 (with input parameters extending to line 7 and line 20, each), one in line 8 (with input parameters extending to line 10) and another one in line 12 (with input parameters extending to line 16).

- Operator `group_by` groups rows of an input dataset according to the values in a list of columns, while applying an aggregate function over one of the columns. The input dataset, list of columns and aggregate function are passed to the operator as input parameters. In Figure 8, a `group_by` operator appears in line 1 (with input parameters extending to line 21).

- Operator `write` writes its input into a file whose location and type are specified in an URL. Its input parameters typically include an input table and an URL, but can also include the output of a visualization operator that can be written to a pdf file. In Figure 7, a `write` operator appears in line 1 (with input parameters extending to line 22). In Figure 8, a `write` operator appears in line 1 (with input parameters extending to line 28).

- Operator `barplot` is a visualization operator that draws a barplot from its input parameters, which include an input table, from which values for the x and y axis are provided, display orientation, legend, and labels. In Figure 8a `barplot` operator appears in line 2 (with input parameters extending to line 27).

The mapping from a D²WL to a DWL expression is performed during parsing, where a canonical DWL expression is generated and input to the conceptual layer for improvement via the application of a few heuristics. A few of the most basic mapping rules are described as follows:

- A `SELECT` clause is mapped into a `project` operator, which selects a number of columns from its input dataset to be displayed as results.
- A `FROM` clause is mapped into one or more `read` operators, each associated with an input dataset.
- A `TO` clause has is mapped into the `write` operator.
- A `WHERE` clause is mapped into one or more `select` and/or `join` operators, where the expressions in this clause are interpreted as selection and join predicates.
- A `WRANGLE BY` clause can be mapped into a variety of conceptual operators, depending on which DW tasks are specified in this clause, including `transform`, `enrich_timestamp`, `union` and `spatialtemporal_join`.
- A `GROUP BY` clause is mapped into a `group_by` operator.
- D²WL functions such as `JT`, `AVG`, `DATE`, `DAYOFWEEK`, `TIME`, `PLOT`, etc. are mapped into their conceptual counterparts, which have the same name (with the exception of `PLOT`, which has a number of counterparts) and list of input parameters.

Note that one of the main heuristics applied to the canonical DWL expression generated during parsing relates to the insertion of `project` operators into the expression to discard columns that are irrelevant to the remaining processing, decreasing the size of the intermediate results.
The output produced in the conceptual operator layer is a DWL expression that is input to the physical layer to be ultimately mapped into a sequence of workflows, where each workflow is composed of input and output ports and a set of services orchestrated with the support of a workflow management tool. In Section 4.4 the functionality associated with the physical layer is described.

4.4. The Physical Implementation Layer

In the physical layer, each operator in the input DWL expression is mapped into a workflow that encompasses one of more calls to web services. To manage these calls, the Taverna workflow management system [56] is used to orchestrate and execute DW operations implemented within different target tools. The choice of each service composing the implementation of a DWL expression is currently made using heuristics based on the availability of functionality from a number of service providers and on minimizing communication costs. For example, once the input data files to a DWL expression are retrieved from their sources, the intermediate results derived from them are forced to be transferred from one service to another without being brought to the client. In other words, due to the large sizes of data files, all processing takes place on the remote servers, and the servers of choice are the ones that offer the majority of the required functionality. It is the responsibility of the write operator to transfer the final result to a data server to be accessed by the client.

Figure 9 illustrates the workflow representation of the DWL read operator used in the expression shown in Figure 7. Each argument of an operator is mapped into an input port in a Taverna workflow and its results, mapped into output ports of the workflow. A physical layer workflow typically includes three processors, each associated with either a Beanshell service or a REST service. For example, as Figure 9 suggests, a RESTful component was used to call the read operator, a function in the R package utils, offered as a RESTful (OpenCPU framework) web service. The input argument to R’s read operation is an URL, which is sent to the server as an HTTP request body, encoded as a Taverna Beanshell component. This component offers the advantage of allowing parameters with special characters to be encoded into a format that is accepted by HTTP. R’s read operator then imports a dataset from a remote server and outputs an URI that directs towards the same data set, which may be stored locally or on a remote server. The result data of a wrangling workflow is referred to by the data session key, also encoded as a Taverna Beanshell component, as illustrated in Figure 9, and this key is passed from one workflow to the next.

4.4.1. Data Wrangling Tools and Functions

Table 5 shows associations between each DW tool that has been considered as possible service provider for examples 1 and 2, and the DW functionality available from its API. Note that Trifacta in not in the table because its API is not available. Also, note the limitations of OpenRefine compared to the DW functionality offered by R’s packages such as tidyr, dplyr and ggplot2. Using the operations from these packages, the majority of the wrangling requirements from the examples are satisfied. The main exceptions include specific traffic DW functionality, which had to be implemented in Python, e.g., enrich/complement timestamp and the spatial and temporal join and OpenRefine’s facilities to transform a json file into a csv file, because R’s facilities could not handle lists of pairs of values, present in the json input file to example 2.

The developed algorithm for the function responsible for enriching/complementing a timestamp is based on the following assumptions: (i) observations are presorted in ascending order, so that the oldest observation is placed first in the file; and (ii) vehicles are detected at each hour within the observed period. More specifically, the algorithm iterates through the observations in the dataset and, as it progresses, performs checks to compare if the minute of the current observation, n, is less than that of the previous observation, n − 1. If it is, the hour is incremented. Furthermore, the hour is checked to find if it has surpassed the day limit of 24 hours. If so, then the day is incremented and hour restarted to zero. The enriched timestamp is then concatenated to the original traffic data.

The spatial and temporal join algorithm solves geospatial (i.e., latitude and longitude) entity matching problems by implementing coordinate matching [57]. The distance function used in the implementation of
Algorithm 1: Spatial and Temporal Join Pseudocode

1: function SpaceTimeJoin(x, y, threshold)
2:     \( \hat{x} = \text{ReadFromUrl}(x) \)
3:     \( \hat{y} = \text{ReadFromUrl}(y) \)
4:     \( d = \text{ARRAY}() \)
5:     \( x_{\text{rows}} = \text{SizeOf}(\hat{x}) \)
6:     for \( it = 0 \) to \( x_{\text{rows}} \) do
7:         dist = CalculateDistances(\( \hat{x}_{\text{it}} \), \( \hat{y} \))
8:         SortAscending(dist)
9:         if \( d_0 \leq \text{threshold} \) then
10:             \( d_{\text{it}} = d_0 \)
11:         else
12:             \( d_{\text{it}} = \text{NA} \)
13:     end if
14: end for
15: result = Merge(\( \hat{x}, d \))
16: return result
17: end function

18: function CalculateDistances(x, y)
19:     \( haversine = \text{HaversineDistance}(x, y) \)
20:     \( \text{temporal} = \text{TimeDistance}(x, y) \)
21:     \( \delta = \text{Merge}(haversine, \text{temporal}) \)
22: return \( \delta \)
23: end function

Coordinate matching is the Cosine-Haversine formula described in [58], which calculates the distance between two geospatial locations. As both traffic and weather datasets are spatial and temporal, and coordinate matching solves only the geospatial aspect of the problem, the temporal aspect was solved using simple temporal matching based on hour of the day.

Due to the complexity involved in joining approximate latitude, longitude and time information, the spatial and temporal join algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. More specifically, the algorithm takes datasets \( x \) and \( y \) as parameters, and configurable thresholds for the time and space distances, so that if the nearest weather observation is greater than the accepted threshold, then it is neglected. The function yields a dataset which represents the merging of the two input datasets. Similar to the timestamp enrichment function, the resulting dataset is then given a name and stored.

Figure 10 shows an activity flow for example 2, associating the functions used in the execution of example 2 with the tool from which the function was called. Note that, as Taverna calls a service from one of the tools, the server responds by executing one step in the workflow, which can be associated with the retrieval of a relevant file from one of the data sources, denoted as \( DS_i \) (i.e., file \( j \) retrieved from Data Source \( i \)). Also, all operators shown in this figure represent implementations associated with one or more conceptual operators offered as services called from Taverna. The mappings from the DWL operators into the services shown in Figure 10 are described in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Funct.</th>
<th>OpenRefine</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>Python</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>import tabular file format</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>import JSON file format</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>export to tabular file</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select columns</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>filter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>create column</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rename column</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enrich timestamp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group by</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>summarize</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>join</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spatial temporal join</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bar chart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 10: Activity Flow for Example 2.

4.4.2. Interactions between Taverna and the Tools

R, OpenRefine and Python services were each assigned to a designated server in the current prototype. While OpenCPU served DW operations from R packages, the OpenRefine server hosted a list of its own functionalities, and a separate Python server provided operations that were specific for traffic data wrangling. For communication between services to be possible, data formats had to be translated into one which the destination service could work with. For example, in example 2, OpenRefine’s json to csv service was used so that the data could become readable to all other services. As all services commonly work with tabular
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>read</td>
<td>import JSON or read.csv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transform</td>
<td>remove, rename, fill down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enrich, timestamp</td>
<td>enrich date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select</td>
<td>filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>project</td>
<td>remove column or select</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>join</td>
<td>left_join</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spatial temporal join</td>
<td>spatial and temporal join</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group by</td>
<td>group by and mutate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barplot</td>
<td>bar_chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write</td>
<td>export to CSV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

data format, i.e., CSV, this became the preferred data format.
As OpenRefine generally forces its clients to
download any datasets it exports, a special download
service was implemented to prevent the CSV file output
by OpenRefine to be transmitted to Taverna, in the
middle of the execution of the task. This service
interacted with the OpenRefine server to enable the
exported OpenRefine project to be stored rather than
sent to Taverna.
The interactions between Taverna with the three
OpenRefine's functions, fill down, remove column, rename column, and create column (described in
Section 4.4.1) were implemented using nested workflows
configured to handle a list of parameters. As such,
filling down, dropping, and renaming of multiple
columns could be performed in a single interaction.
Once the CSV file exported by OpenRefine was
imported by R's read service via the file's session
key, other R services could process the file, such as
R's select, filter, group by, summarize, mutate and
left join. Each of these services produced a data
session key which pointed to its respective result. Thus,
a sequential interaction to each DW function in R could
be performed.
The interactions between Taverna and the Python
services were similar to the previously described
interactions with OpenRefine and R, where parameters
were firstly encoded to a HTTP-accepted format using
the Beanshell component; the encoded parameters were
then mapped as the request body of a REST service
component; and the output of both interactions was an
URL pointing to the result datasets.
While the Taverna interactions with the OpenCPU
and Python servers were straightforward, the inter-
actions with the OpenRefine server posed challenges,
mainly for the following reasons: (i) OpenRefine's
server specifically demanded any service request to be
encoded in multiple parts; (ii) the process by which
OpenRefine imports files is asynchronous and so, Open-
Refine does not send a response immediately. Thus, the
status of the process has to be repeatedly checked un-
til the file is ready to be imported by the OpenRefine
server. This repeated interaction was implemented using
a nested workflow; (iii) similar to the file import
step of the interaction, project creation in OpenRefine
is also an asynchronous process, and so a similar so-
lution had to be applied. In conclusion, extensions of
the current system towards integrating new DW tools
presents challenging API integration issues due to the
specific execution models of each target tool's API.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we argue for the development of a set of
conceptual data wrangling constructs and a flexible and
extensible DW architecture, to shield end users from the
complexity of low-level data wrangling APIs.
The main advantages derived from the proposed
approach relate to the possibility of reusing knowledge
and skills gained from the use of DW operations
across a wide range of tools and the potential for
creating automated optimization strategies to address
data wrangling requirements. We also believe that high-
level domain-specific data wrangling languages can have
a positive impact in improving the productivity of data
wranglers. Due to the complexity associated with the
DW process, there is often the need to apply several
DW tools, presenting significant challenges to the data
analyst. To address these challenges, the proposed
architecture combines advantages from existing DW
approaches by providing abstract and domain-specific
DW constructs minimizing the need for end users
to learn low-level programming APIs. The proposed
approach allows data analysts to take advantage of the
functionalities available in existing tools whilst focusing
at the conceptual aspects of the data handling task.

5.1. Limitations and Future Work
The approach discussed in this paper needs to be
underpinned by the development of a comprehensive
set of operators at the conceptual operator layer and
only a small range of examples were included in the
case study to show the viability of the approach. Both
the conceptual operator language (DWL) and the high-
level DSL (D²WL) need to be extended to incorporate
additional conceptual data wrangling operators, high-
level constructs to capture traffic domain requirements
and, potentially, constructs that demonstrate the
viability of the approach in other domains.
A comprehensive language design specification (ex-
tending the snapshot provided in Figure 11) will be in-
cluded in future work and also a formal description of
DWL and D²WL and their semantics. Optimization of
the target data wrangling execution recipes (data wran-
gling execution plans) is also a challenging problem to
be investigated as part of future work. To be able to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6: Mappings from the DWL Operators to the Functions Implemented within the Tools for Example 2.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enrich, timestamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>join</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spatial temporal join</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barplot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
generate optimization strategies, we also need to develop formalizations of the properties of the conceptual operators to ensure soundness of the translation into equivalent optimized data wrangling recipes.

Finally, we also plan to perform extensive end-user evaluation comparing and contrasting the proposed constructs in relation to the wrangling tools covered in the literature review. From our experience working with traffic data analysts and data scientists, we have realized that some data wrangling operations may be more effectively performed via direct manipulation of visual constructs supported by user interfaces, and that the inherent complexity involved in applying the operations may require expert system support incorporated into DW tools. These are two important future research directions requiring further exploration and empirical studies involving data scientists and casual users of data wrangling tools.

For a more comprehensive assessment of the proposed approach, we also plan to perform a number of end-user experiments towards measuring productivity and end-user ability to express requests using (D²WL). User productivity will be measured based on ability to tackle DW tasks of varying levels of complexity, time, number of steps required to complete the tasks, and overall user acceptance of the proposed approach.
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6. APPENDIX: SNAPSHOT OF D²WL’S BNF

```
<query specification> ::=  
  SELECT [set quantifier] [select list] table expression

<select list> ::=  
  [asterisk]  
| [select sublist] [ [comma] select sublist ] [...]
| select sublist ::= [derived column] [qualifier] [op] [asterisk]  
| [derived column] ::= [value expression] [as clause]  
| table expression ::=  
  [from clause]  
| to clause  
| [where clause]  
| [group by clause]  
| [having clause]  
| [from clause] ::= FROM [from sublist] [comma] [from sublist]  
| [from sublist] ::= [url expression] [as clause]  
| [url expression] ::= [url syntax rules]  
| [as clause] ::= [as] [column name]  
| [content expression] ::= [content syntax rules]  
| [to clause] ::= TO [url expression]  
| [wrangle by clause] ::= WRANGLE BY [wrangle by subclause] [ comma ] [wrangle by subclause ] [...]
  
| [wrangle subclause] ::=  
  [transform expression]  
| [where timestamp expression]  
| [join expression]  
| [union expression]  
| [filter missing value expression]
```

FIGURE 11: Snapshot of D²WL’s BNF.